TECHNOLOGY RUNS ON
GREAT PEOPLE

NASA
SEWP V
Maximize Your Purchasing Power

SEWP SOLUTIONS
• Workstations and Thin Clients
• Storage Systems and Backup
• Wireless Networking Equipment
• UPS, Power Strips, Line Conditioners
• Unified Communications
• Security
• Network Optimization
• Cisco Authorized Training
• Servers and Blades
• Data Center Networking
• Data Center Virtualization
• RFID/UID Solutions
• Real-Time Asset Management
• Equipment Maintenance
• Workflow and Resource Management
• XaaS
• IoT
• Big Data Analytics
• Video
• Demonstrations and POC’s

Through the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) Solutions for EnterpriseWide Procurement (SEWP) program, World Wide
Technology (WWT) offers federal agencies an
additional vehicle (Contract #NNG15SC22B and
Contract #NNG15SC55B) to purchase best-of-breed
technology at the most competitive prices.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
SEWP is a government-wide acquisition contract
(GWAC) that offers a vast selection and wide range
of advanced technology, including UNIX, Linux and
Windows-based computer systems and servers along
with peripherals, networking equipment, storage
devices and other IT products and solutions to all
federal agencies (including the Department of Defense) and authorized contractors.

LOWER COSTS AND FAST ACCESS
As a competitive contract, SEWP offers low prices (below GSA schedule prices), the
lowest surcharge (0.375 percent) as well as a streamlined ordering process for stateof-the art commercial hardware, software, services and solutions.

SERVICES AND SUPPORT
WWT CAPABILITES
• Value-Added Reseller
• Systems Integration
• Pre-Sales Technical Support
• Logistics/Warehousing
• Integration and Staging Services
• Imaging and Asset Tagging
• Planning, Design and Implementation
• Training Services
• Onsite Technical Support

Visit us online: www.wwt.com

Aside from providing direct access to advanced technology, SEWP enhances WWT’s
ability to provide all of the necessary supporting technical and supply chain services
you need based on our extensive experience and established partnerships with
multiple vendors.

> LEADING TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERTISE
World Wide Technology (WWT) is an award-winning technology integrator providing
technology and supply chain solutions to customers and suppliers around the globe. We
consistently receive “Excellent” ratings in SEWP Project Performance and understand
that advanced technologies, when properly planned, procured and deployed, can
reduce costs, increase profitability and ultimately improve our customers’ ability to
effectively complete their missions.

SEWP CONTACTS
WORLD WIDE TECHNOLOGY
SEWP CONTRACT #NNG15SC22B &
#NNG15SC55B
Lindsey Miller
Program Manager
618.797.5765
lindsey.miller@wwt.com
Todd Seeger
Federal Business Operations
Manager
314.919.1447
todd.seeger@wwt.com
Joanne Woytek
NASA Program Manager/CoTR
301.614.7128
joanne.woytek@nasa.gov

GLOBAL PRESENCE
• Sales offices around the globe.
• More than 2 million square feet of warehouse, distribution and integration space.
• Headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri.
• Engineers in most major U.S. cities.

CERTIFICATIONS

ABOUT WWT

WWT’s skilled engineers meet continuing education requirements and maintain a wide
range of certifications to demonstrate their expertise while ensuring that the company
provides the latest in technology solutions and creates true value for its customers

POWERFUL PARTNERSHIPS
In addition to the following leading OEMs, WWT offers technology products from
more than 3,000 manufacturers around the world, so we can provide each customer
with precisely the right solutions:
• Cisco Systems Gold Certified Partner
• EMC Platinum Business Partner
• F5 Platinum Partner
• Hewlett-Packard Enterprise
Platiunum Partner
>

NASA SEWP
SEWP Help Line
301.2861478

• Hewlett-Packard Platinum Partner
• NetApp Star Partner
• VCE Platinum Partner
• VMware Premier Partner

GET STARTED TODAY

Call us at 800.432.7008 or visit www.wwt.com to find out how WWT can help you
use SEWP to procure the IT solutions and services you need to succeed.
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Through its culture of innovation, World
Wide Technology (WWT) inspires, builds,
and delivers business results, from idea to
outcome.
Our customers have hands-on access to
cutting-edge big data, cloud, collaboration,
compute, mobility, networking, security,
software and storage products in our
Advanced Technology Center; technical
expertise from our expansive team of
engineering resources; and accelerated
global product delivery, powered by a
sophisticated supply chain management
infrastructure.
By working with a financially strong,
privately held systems integrator with
more than $7B in annual revenue that
ranks among the top tier of partners with
Cisco, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, HP,
EMC, NetApp, VMware, VCE and F5, our
customers realize the benefits of saving time
and money while significantly minimizing
risk.
World Wide Technology, Inc.
60 Weldon Parkway
St. Louis, MO 63043
800.432.7008

